
 

 

 

 

 

 

October 
 

That’s My Claim and I’m Sticking to It! 

Thursday, 18 October @ 5:00 pm in Room D225 with Professor Camin Melton 

Learn how to craft strong, persuasive main claims/theses to drive and unify your essays while 

also setting up from the start the proper evidence to support that claim. Bringing in main 

claim/thesis ideas for papers in progress is encouraged! 

 

How to Write an Outline for a Speech (Held Twice) 

Tuesday, 23 October @ 10:00 am & Wednesday, 24 October @ 10:00 am in Room D225  

with Professor Jenny Warren.  

Learn the proper steps for preparing an effective speech. 

 

Pro/Con-A-Thon: Finding Resources for Your Argument 

Learn to find good quality sources for argumentative essays and issue papers.  

Thursday, 25 October @ 2:30 — 3:30 pm Instructor Nichole Boone room L110 

 

Writing Attention-Grabbing Resumes & Cover Letters 

Thursday, 25 October @ 4:00 pm in Room D225 with Professor Ryan Fletcher  

Impress potential employers with your powerful writing. 

Pro/Con-A-Thon: Finding Resources for Your Argument 

Learn to find good quality sources for argumentative essays and issue papers.  

25 October @ 2:30 — 3:30 pm Instructor Nichole Boone room L110  

 

How to Promote Your Art using Social Media 

Friday, 26 October from 1—3 pm in Room A183  with Professor Jennifer Seibert 

 

Proper Paraphrasing 

Saturday, 27 October @ 10:00 am in Room D225 with Associate Dean of Students Carie Dippel.   

Learn the craft of paraphrasing to avoid plagiarism and embed your sources smoothly. 

 

What’s Your Style? 

Monday, 29 October @ 10:00 a.m. in Room D225 with Professor Joe Guy. 

A workshop on the proper use of MLA, APA, & Chicago Style formatting that will answer the 

why use, how to use, when to use, and which to use when questions. 

 

 

 

 

 



The “T’s” of Organizing Your Essay  

Tuesday, 30 October @ 12:00 pm with Professor Kelly Martin. 

Struggle with keeping your ideas and essay on track? Making them connect? Then come learn 

about the three keys to writing coherent essays: Thesis Statements, Transitions, and 

Topic/Concluding Sentences. This workshop will provide you with tips and useful resources 

about how to organize any type of essay! 

 

November 
 

Research Roadmap  

Learn how to select and refine a topic, form a research question, and generate keywords and 

synonyms for searching library databases. Library research is much easier when you can focus 

on a good research question and find the right databases with appropriate keywords. Come to this 

workshop and polish up all these essential skills.   

Friday, 2 November @ 2:30 – 3:30 pm Instructor Kelley Satarino room L110 

 

That Pesky Punctuation!  

Monday, 5 November @ 1:00 pm in Room D225 with Professor Nancy Megarity  

Proper use of punctuation is essential for written English communication. Improper use can 

cause confusion and frustration for both the writer and the reader. In this seminar, basic rules of 

punctuation will be examined and practiced.  

 

Creative Nonfiction vs. Academic Writing 

Tuesday, 6 November @ 2:30 – 3:30 in Room D225 with Professor LaToya Watkins. 

Are you having difficulty shifting from the creative or personal essay to the academic paper? 

This seminar will explain how to differentiate between the personal and the academic and put 

students on the path to becoming better scholarly writers. 

 

Speed Databasing  

A library matchmaking activity that will teach you about our five most popular databases for 

research. 

Wednesday, 7 November @ 2:30 — 3:30 pm Instructor Nichole Boone room L110 

 

Moving Beyond Summary: Writing about Literature 

Wednesday, 7 November @ 2:30 pm in Room D225 with Professor Camin Melton 

Writing essays about literature can be challenging if you’ve never done it before. This workshop 

will focus on how to move beyond simple summary and observation and into the processes of 

interpretation and analysis, which are at the heart of discussing/writing about literature. Bringing 

a piece of literature you’re currently reading is encouraged! 

 

Cultivating the Virtues and Avoiding the Vices of Research 

Thursday, 8 November @ 3:00 pm in Room D225 with Professor Jules Sears 

Did you know that conducting research is an ethical act?  Learn why and how to perform 

research the right way.   

 

 



Writing Annotated Bibliographies 

Friday, 9 November @ 9:00 am in Room D225 with Professor Khimen Cooper. 

Learn effective methods for compiling scholarly information in annotated bibliographies. 

 

Writing an Artist Statement 

Tuesday, 13 November @ 10 am in Room D225 with Professor Julie Shipp 

Identify your audience understand proper formatting and content for a concise Artist Statement 

for academic and professional gallery purposes. 

 

The “T’s” of Organizing Your Essay  

Tuesday, 13 November @ 12 pm in Room D225 with Professor Kelly Martin. 

Struggle with keeping your ideas and essay on track? Making them connect? Then come learn 

about the three keys to writing coherent essays: Thesis Statements, Transitions, and 

Topic/Concluding Sentences. This workshop will provide you with tips and useful resources 

about how to organize any type of essay! 

 

Strategies that Help Students to de-Stress and Focus  

Wednesday, 14 November  @ 11:00 am in Room D225 with Professors Moore and Venkatesan 

Participants will learn mindful strategies of heart-math and pranayama (breathing technique) to 

de-stress and be mindful of the present.  

 

More than Words… 

Thursday, 15 November @ 11:00 am in Room D225 with Professor Will Brannon. 

Learn how to identify and use the perfect words in your essays.  Write what you mean and mean 

what you write. 

 

Introductions & Conclusions 

Friday, 16 November @ 3:00 pm win Room D225 with Professor Sean Sutherlin. 

Introductions and conclusions are critical components of any well-crafted essay.  Learn strategies 

from an expert for improving both to catch and keep an audience’s attention. 

 

So what! Who cares?! 

Tuesday, 20 November @11:00 am in Room D225 with Professor Pamela Sawyer.  

When writing be sure to inform the reader of why they or a specific audience should care about 

the topic.  

 

American Pronunciation 2 

Wednesday, 28 November in Room C104 @ 10:00 am with Professor Mark Fischer 

This seminar is designed for students who speak English as a second language to improve overall 

English speaking and listening skills. In this work shop, Professor Mark will discuss more 

pronunciation ideas to help students understand and speak American English more fluently and 

naturally. Topics will include more linking and reduction, word stress, and pronunciation of soft 

“I.” 

 

 

Library Research: Open Lab  



Drop in during open lab hours and receive research assistance from a librarian that will help you 

refine your topic, find sources, and cite sources for your research project!  Please bring your 

assignment. 

Friday, 30 November @ 10:00 am — 12:00 pm SCC Librarians room L110 


